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My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 641: Cannot Win With Words 

Thinking of that, Wu Maosong thought of the 15 raw stones that the girl pocketed and narrowed his 

eyes into slits. 

Could it be that the raw stones that the girl picked like cabbages in the market were all good stuff that 

she had her eyes on in the first place? 

The same question arose in Ling Pinyuan’s mind when the raw stone turned out to be oily green jade 

after getting cut. 

At this moment, looking at Zhong Nuannuan, Ling Pinyuan’s scalp started to tingle. 

When Zhong Nuannuan saw that the raw stone was out, she said to Ling Pinyuan with a smile, “I’m 

sorry, Miss Ling. Unfortunately, I’ve guessed the type of jade inside this raw stone correctly. I’ll gladly 

accept the raw stones you gave me. As for this oily green jade, since Miss Ling likes it so much, you can 

keep it for yourself. I told you before, I don’t want a useless stone.” 

Zhong Nuannuan could not be blamed for stirring up trouble. It was this woman who wanted to secretly 

seduce Zhong Nuannuan’s Big Brother Chi Yang, was it not? 

Ling Pinyuan nearly died of anger by Zhong Nuannuan. She felt that Zhong Nunanuan was simply here to 

stir up trouble on purpose. 

Thus, Ling Pingyuan stepped forward from the crowd and walked to Zhong Nuannuan. Clad in her 

handsome military uniform, the aura of a soldier in the special forces instantly unleashed from her body, 

emitting a wave of pressure on everyone around her. 

“Miss, I seriously suspect that you’re here to stir up trouble. I merely stole a piece of raw stone from 

your grandfather. Now, you’re holding a grudge and pretending to be a pig while eating up a tiger by 

cheating my Soaring Clouds Pavilion for over twenty million. Don’t you think you’re going a little 

overboard by doing this?” 

Although Ling Pinyuan was a woman, she was a member of the special forces team. She had an iron-

blooded aura that ordinary women did not have. Once this aura was unleashed, no woman would be 

spared from getting intimidated by her. 

Seeing this, Old Master Chi was about to step forward to help his granddaughter-in-law. After all, it was 

not a physical fight. It was just a display of their pressurizing aura, after all. He believed that there was 

no one in this exhibition hall whose aura could be stronger than his. 

However, before the old master could activate his skill to protect his granddaughter-in-law, his 

granddaughter-in-law’s aura had already been fully unleashed. 

Frankly, Zhong Nuannuan did not fully unleash her aura. Instead, she did it just enough to suppress Ling 

Pinyuan. 
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Ling Pinyuan had taken a few steps towards Zhong Nuannuan previously. However, it only took Zhong 

Nuannuan one step forward for Ling Pinyuan and the onlookers to instantly feel how weak Ling 

Pinyuan’s aura was in comparison. 

“So, you admit that you stole my grandfather’s raw stone now? Why didn’t you admit it when I first said 

you stole it?” 

Ling Pinyuan’s mouth moved, but she realized that she could not refute Zhong Nuannuan’s statement. 

However, Ling Pinyuan was, after all, an outstanding female soldier in the special forces. Not only was 

she strong, but as a born socialite from a wealthy family—the fact that she became a second lieutenant 

at the age of 26—showed that she was not stupid. Therefore, she did not continue down the path Zhong 

Nuannuan set for her. Instead, she immediately changed the topic. 

“Therefore, you bore a grudge against me and extorted twenty million from my Soaring Clouds Pavilion. 

You’re thinking that to make you take a step back, Soaring Clouds Pavilion will have to compensate you 

with twenty million, right?” 

To be honest, when Ling Pinyuan first stepped out of the crowd, everyone guessed that she was a sore 

loser. However, now that she said that, everyone felt that Zhong Nuannuan was probably pretending to 

be weak so that she could ensnare a tiger. This kind of… blatant scam was a little too much. 

Zhong Nuannuan smiled and said, “Miss Ling is indeed a soldier in the special forces. You must be one of 

the soldiers in charge of negotiating, aren’t you? With your glib tongue, you’re able to subdue the 

enemy without a fight, aren’t you?” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 642: Love A Good Gamble 

Ling Pinyuan, “…!!!” How venomous were the words that slipped out from this woman’s mouth! 

“You’re the one who stole the stone, and you’re the one who said you wanted to gamble. Did I say 

anything that I shouldn’t have?” 

Ling Pinyuan, “…” 

“You ignored the rules and took advantage of the fact that you’re the young lady from the Ling family to 

steal my grandfather’s stone. I won’t hold it against you anymore. I told you you were wrong. To 

appease my anger, I simply said that you chose a useless stone. So what? You dare to commit that 

wrong but you won’t allow anyone to complain about that? Yet, you, Miss Ling, insisted on gambling 

with me. What can I say? Let’s just say I don’t take well to provocation and accepted your gamble. Miss 

Ling, you must accept that you’ve lost. If you can’t bear to lose a mere 20 million, think about it, what if 

the stones you gave me contain jade? Wouldn’t you be even angrier then? You’re a military officer, 

shouldn’t you be less petty?” 

“You…” 

“Miss Ling, you must admit defeat when you’ve lost the gamble. It’s the rule in the field,” Wu Maosong 

said. As the witness of their contract, he stood up. 

Although Ling Li was very unhappy, he had no choice but to extend his grace from the Ling family. 
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“Pinyuan is just a straightforward person. She’s just a little unhappy after experiencing something like 

this, but she’s not a sore loser. Please don’t misunderstand her, Miss.” 

Zhong Nuannuan smiled and said, “Since you’re not a sore loser, I’ll thank Miss Ling for her generosity. 

Let’s go, Grandpa.” 

When the old master came out with his granddaughter-in-law, he earned more than 20 million in a blink 

of an eye. This was quite pleasing to him. This feeling was even happier than him finding a stone with 

jade inside. 

His granddaughter-in-law was indeed amazing. 

The old master smiled happily and left with his granddaughter-in-law. 

“Stop right there!” 

Ling Pinyuan stopped them when they reached the exit of Soaring Clouds Pavilion. 

20 million was not a lot to her, but the thought of bending down and giving this 20 million to the person 

who embarrassed her straight to her face made her angry. 

Zhong Nuannuan strolled casually as she walked alongside the old master who carried himself in an 

extraordinary bearing. Even though no one was following them, the grandfather and granddaughter pair 

emitted the flair belonging to the nobility. 

When she heard Ling Pinyuan’s voice, Zhong Nuannuan stopped in her tracks and turned around to look 

at her with interest. “Why? Are you going back on your word? Miss Ling, you’re a soldier. I’m sure you 

know that it’s useless for you to go back on your word, even if all of the raw stones turn out to contain 

imperial jade.” 

“Of course I won’t go back on my word. I just saw how good you are at stone-gambling, and you keep 

mentioning imperial jade. Therefore, I can’t help but want to make another bet with you, Miss.” 

“Alright! What are we betting on now?” Zhong Nuannuan’s interest was piqued the moment she 

received another invitation to gamble. 

After all, it was not easy for her to make a trip to the casino. In the past, she could enter after disguising 

herself. Now, not only did she have to disguise herself, she had to contract her bones too. 

However, contracting her bones hurt! 

However, as long as she did not contract her bones, the casino managers from any famous international 

casinos that she frequented would descend upon her in tears and pleas. They would beg her to have 

mercy on them while presenting her with many gifts and cards. 

It was as if her presence had only one purpose—to ruin the atmosphere there. 

Therefore, Zhong Nuannuan, who had not gambled in a long time, lit up at the mention of gambling. 

“Previously, you kept bringing up imperial jade, that the stone I chose was useless and that you despise 

oily green jade. I’m sure you have high expectations for jade, right? Seeing how much you like these raw 

stones, there must be some ice-type jade inside, no? So, I’m striking this bet with you—if any of the raw 



stones that you picked contain ice-type jade, I’ll give you another 20 million. Otherwise, you’ll give me 

20 million instead. How about that?” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 643: Caught Red-handed 

 “Sure.” Zhong Nuannuan agreed readily. 

Hearing that, the expression on Ling Pinyuan’s face instantly darkened. She immediately added, “I won’t 

take advantage of you either. Choose five, and you’ll win if there’s one out of five!” 

Just a second ago, she spoke about how there should be ice jade in this pile of raw stones; and in the 

next second, she said one out of five. No matter how dumb the onlookers were, they could somehow 

see through her tricks. 

It seemed like this Miss Ling was not as excellent as everyone claimed! 

At least the part where she was a petty sore loser was true. 

“Sure,” Zhong Nuannuan agreed immediately at the simple request. 

Seeing Zhong Nuannuan agree, Ling Li was secretly happy. 

20 million was not a lot, but he was not willing to hand it over to this woman just like that. However, if 

this woman lost, it would be equivalent to her spending money to buy these raw stones. Of course, he 

was more than willing to sell this truckload of raw stones that did not look like much to Zhong 

Nuannuan. 

“What does the president, Mr. Ling, think about this?” 

Ling Li, who was secretly feeling pleased with how things turned out, heard Zhong Nuannuan calling out 

his name and immediately responded, “This is just a small matter. Pinyuan can make the decision 

herself.” 

“Fine. However, Miss Ling has been pestering me for a mere 20 million, so I’m rather concerned about 

her nature. How about this? Can you sign a contract with me this time, Mr. Ling?” 

“Sure.” 

Without another word, Ling Li signed a contract with Zhong Nuannuan. At this moment, he was more 

confident than Ling Pinyuan that he could win. 

Previously, when Zhong Nuannuan and Ling Pinyuan signed the contract, Ling Pinyuan did not care to 

know Zhong Nuannuan’s name and thus, did not bother reading about her name. This time, Ling 

Pinyuan specially craned her neck to look at Zhong Nuannuan’s signature. 

“Zhong Nuannuan? You’re Zhong Nuannuan?!” 

Ling Pinyuan could not help but exclaim. 

Zhong Nuannuan calmly signed her name and looked at Ling Pinyuan. “Yes, my name is Zhong 

Nuannuan. Is there a problem?” 
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“You… Which Zhong Nuannuan are you? You can’t be…” She could not be, right? After all, there were 

too many people called Zhong Nuannuan in this world. 

Unfortunately… 

“I am the woman that you mentioned earlier when you were chatting with this lady. The one who can’t 

compare to you in any way. I don’t deserve to be your rival in love, so my fiancé is someone you can 

simply steal from. Yes, that Zhong Nuannuan.” 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

“What did I just hear?” 

“Miss Ling actually wants to snatch this Miss Zhong’s fiancé?” 

“Tsk tsk, and she’s a military officer!” 

“That’s too much!” 

Ling Pinyuan and Luo Mengying’s expressions paled. They did not expect their conversation exchanged 

in whispers to be overheard by the person in question. 

“Miss Zhong, you’re going overboard by defaming me! When did I say that I wanted to snatch your 

fiancé?” 

“Miss Ling, there are so many cameras here. Even if no one here can lip-read, I can help you restore the 

content of your conversation via lip-reading if you release the video to the public. Do you want everyone 

to hear how horrible your words were when you said that you did not care about me, the main person 

implicated in your scheme and that you were going to steal my fiancé? Don’t tell me the cameras here 

are just for show.” 

Never in her entire lifetime did Ling Pinyuan felt that she was ever embarrassed like this. 

Now she finally understood why Ou Mingxi chose to harm this woman. 

Zhong Nuannuan was overly harsh when the truth was on her side. She was simply too despicable! 

Ling Li did not know what happened, but he could basically guess that Zhong Nuannuan was Chi Yang’s 

fiancée. 

He was furious that Zhong Nuannuan embarrassed his granddaughter, who was his pride and joy, in this 

manner. Yet, he could not tell her off in any way. Judging by his granddaughter’s expression, there was 

all the more reason not to take out the surveillance footage. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 644: Another Bet 

 “Miss Zhong, aren’t we talking about stone gambling? Gamble only if you’re willing. If you don’t dare to 

gamble, hand over 20 million and you can leave. You’re not welcome at our Soaring Clouds Pavilion.” 

“Of course, why shouldn’t I be? I said I’ll give my grandfather green imperial jade.” 

Then, Zhong Nuannuan lifted the biggest raw stone out of the cart. 
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This rock weighed at least 60 catties. Yet, everyone was shocked to discover that Zhong Nuannuan easily 

picked up the rock that weighed sixty to seventy catties. 

“You don’t have to cut the other stones. I’m afraid that it’ll just anger you. I’ll use this one to gamble 

with you. As long as this raw stone doesn’t contain jade above the grades of ice jade, I’ll give you 20 

million. How about that?” 

Looking at Zhong Nuannuan’s charitable expression, Ling Li wanted to reject her. However, after some 

thought, he could not find a reason to turn down easy money. Thus, he decided to agree immediately. 

Zhong Nuannuan smiled at Old Master Chi. “Grandpa, I’ll definitely give you a good piece of jade!” 

Before the old master could say anything, the onlookers started to lose their composure. 

“A big rock like that usually turns out to be a scam. You should change another one!” 

“Ice jade aside, even the oily green jade can’t be found in such a big rock.” 

“Do you really think that the rock is more valuable the bigger it is?” 

The old master peered at them with the corner of his eyes. “Who said jade can’t be found inside a big 

rock? I think this rock has good quality. It looks much better than the stone that someone stole from 

me!” 

Everyone, “…!!!” 

Ling Pinyuan thought, ‘… Are you blind?’ 

Zhong Nuannuan thought, ‘…Grandpa, you don’t have to be so supportive, y’know…’ 

Meanwhile, Ling Li could not withhold his excitement. “Since Miss Zhong thinks that this piece will 

definitely produce ice jade, let’s cut this piece.” 

Therefore, he gave the largest raw stone to the lapidary. 

When the lapidary saw such a huge rock, he followed his usual methods and was prepared to cut into a 

third of the raw stone. 

“Wait!” 

Zhong Nuannuan quickly stopped him. 

Since this lapidary was from the Soaring Clouds Pavilion too, he was naturally displeased with Zhong 

Nuannuan. He looked up unhappily. “What?” 

“Who told you to cut it like that? What if you damage my jade? Are you going to pay for it? If it’s really 

imperial jade, I can only demand Soaring Clouds Pavilion to reimburse me.” 

She was right. After all, it was Jiang District. Even the entire Ling Group only had a net worth of a few 

billion. Such a large piece of rare imperial jade could indeed purchase the entire Ling Group over. 

However, Zhong Nuannuan’s words were met with scornful ridicule by the lapidary. 



“Tsk. I’m helping you cut it because you made a bet with our boss. Do you honestly think it contains 

jade?” 

Zhong Nuannuan slid the pen around the raw stone. Although she was not aiming for the jade, it was 

close enough. 

“You don’t have to worry about that. Since you’ve taken the money, you should do your job well. Cut it 

from here. After you make the first cut, change to inspect it with a torch.” 

The lapidary, “…!!!” 

“You want me to inspect such a big rock? How many eternities do you want me to take?” 

Zhong Nuannuan looked at Ling Li with a smile. “Mr. Ling, your employees are not very obedient. Since 

he doesn’t want to do it, you either fire him, or we can forget about our bet.” 

Upon hearing her suggestion of canceling the bet, how could Ling Li let things slide? 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 645: Deities 

Ling Li immediately instructed, “Customers are always right in Soaring Clouds Pavilion. If you don’t want 

to work, then resign.” 

The lapidary, “…” 

The lapidary glared at Zhong Nuannuan but he could only follow her instructions. 

After cutting it, he began to slowly inspect the stone with the torch. 

However, not long after, the lapidary’s hand shook, and he exclaimed in shock, “There’s jade!” 

At the same time, there were a few people closest to them who noticed the jade as well. 

They all shouted, “There’s really jade!” 

“Oh, my God! Will it really turn out to be ice jade later?” 

“Miss Zhong keeps talking about imperial jade. Who knows, it might really produce imperial jade!” 

“Even deities can’t determine jade easily, but all of her gambles were on hit! That’s impressive!” 

The moment Ling Li and Ling Pinyuan saw that the rock contained jade, they felt a wave of uneasiness. 

Especially Ling Li, who had a high risk of getting a heart attack. When the lapidary shouted, he felt his 

heart contract violently, accompanied by a wave of pain. 

Ling Li gritted his teeth. He did not want everyone to think that he could not afford to lose, but he kept 

calculating in his head. If it did not turn out to be an empty shell, it would be worth a lot of money when 

it was made into something else even if it was merely an oily green jade, not to mention an ice jade. 

Such a huge block of ice jade would sell for at least 300 million, right? 

Heavens! 
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How could he bear this? 

Ling Pinyuan’s face was also deathly pale, and she was in disbelief. 

At this moment, she regretted everything. 

Why did she have to compete with Zhong Nuannuan when she knew could not afford to lose? She 

should have known that Zhong Nuannuan was an expert in stone gambling when she could already find 

out that the previous jade was of the oily green type. Why did she insist to bet with Zhong Nuannuan? 

No! 

When she thought about this, Ling Pinyuan was suddenly horrified. 

If this raw stone really contained ice jade, did that mean there were more jade in the raw stones that 

Zhong Nuannuan took away? 

This idea made Ling Pinyuan uneasy. 

“We see it! We see it!” 

Everyone’s attention was focused on the huge stone. 

With shaking hands, the lapidary slowly peeled off the weathered surface covering the jade. A bright 

green color appeared before everyone’s eyes. 

“Oh, my god!” The onlookers could not help but cry out in shock. 

“Imperial jade!” 

“It’s really is imperial jade!” 

“This is amazing! In all of the years in Jiang District, yet another imperial jade has appeared!” 

“It’s so big! I’ve never seen such a big imperial jade!” 

Even Wu Maosong and Old Master Chi who were used to situations like these 

were gaping in shock, what more everyone else in the hall. 

To be honest, the old master did not expect that there would be imperial jade inside. After all, he was an 

expert in all fields. Furthermore, the raw stone was huge, so it felt 99.99999% unlikely that there would 

be jade inside. 

He supported Zhong Nuannuan because she was his granddaughter-in-law. It was only 20 million yuan. If 

she lost, so be it. He, Chi Yuancheng’s granddaughter-in-law, could lose money but she must not lose her 

dignity! 

However, he did not expect his granddaughter-in-law to really give him an imperial jade even though 

she kept saying that. 

Why did it feel so unreal? 

“What a huge piece of imperial jade!” 



“Oh, my god! Although this isn’t imperial jade of the highest grade, it’s unprecedentedly huge!” 

“This… This probably weighs 10 kilograms, right?” 

“Don’t know…” 

“How much is such a huge imperial jade worth?” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 646: Grandpas Turn To Embarrass 

Everyone watched with gaping mouths as Zhong Nuannuan retrieved the huge chunk of imperial jade 

from the dazed lapidary. She flipped it around in her hands and inspected it. Then, she pursed her lips 

and said, “Acceptable.” 

Everyone, “…!!!” 

How should one control oneself if one thought of bludgeoning her to death?? Urgent! Waiting online! 

“Girl, I’ll pay you five billion. Sell me this imperial jade!” 

Nobody present in the hall could afford that price. Therefore, no matter how much they longed for the 

jade, they could not bid. 

The person who spoke was Wu Maosong. To be honest, it was Wu Maosong’s first time seeing such a 

large piece of imperial jade. A jade like this was very valuable even as a decoration at home. 

Five billion bucks was not a big deal for the richest family in Sea District. That was why Wu Maosong 

offered Zhong Nuannuan such a fair price on the spot. 

Zhong Nuannuan smiled at Old Master Wu and responded, “Elder Wu, I’m sorry, but this piece of jade is 

a gift from me to Grandpa. It’s not for sale.” 

A flash of disappointment flashed across Wu Maosong’s eyes, but that only made him admire Zhong 

Nuannuan more. 

“What a filial granddaughter. If only I have such a granddaughter as filial as you.” 

“Elder Wu, you’ve raised your three children so well. Surely your grandchildren are outstanding as well.” 

Wu Maosong laughed. “My grandson is indeed outstanding. He’ll inherit the Wu Group in the future. It’s 

a pity that you already have a fiancé…” 

Old Master Chi, who was busy appreciating the shower of compliments for his granddaughter-in-law, 

sprung up like a leopard whose tail had been stepped on. 

“Hey, hey, hey, stinky old man, this girl is my granddaughter-in-law. Don’t try to cheat on me with the 

excuse of buying jade!” 

When everyone saw that Old Master Chi dared to argue with Elder Wu, they could not help but take 

another look at Old Master Chi. They all wondered if there was something wrong with this old man’s 

head. He clearly knew that Old Man Wu’s status was high and mighty, yet he dared to speak to Old Man 

Wu in such a manner. 
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Ling Pinyuan had already been so shocked by Zhong Nuannuan that her face paled several shades; that 

she was so shocked that she could not even speak. When she heard Old Master Chi’s words, she felt 

even worse. 

However, her captain was the only man she fell for. In the past, when the captain was adamant about 

keeping his distance from women, she could always stay by his side. Even if he did not wish to touch 

women for the rest of his life, she could stay by his side as a comrade and a friend for all of eternity. 

However, she also felt that if the captain had a girlfriend or a wife, that person would be her. 

Yet, now, not only did Zhong Nuannuan debunked her initial expectation, Ling Pinyuan did not expect 

the person following Zhong Nuannuan was her fiancé’s grandfather either. 

If Chi Yang was Zhong Nuannuan’s fiancé, then would that not mean that this old master was… 

“Grandpa, you… you’re Captain Chi’s grandfather?” Ling Pinyuan walked to Old Master Chi’s side in 

frustrated regret. 

She knew that today’s incident had left a huge misunderstanding in Old Master Chi’s heart. If she could 

not resolve these misunderstandings today, the obstacle between her and Chi Yang would become 

much bigger. 

Therefore, even if she had offended Old Master Chi before, Ling Pinyuan had no choice but to bite the 

bullet and apologize at this moment. “I’m sorry, Grandfather. I didn’t know it was you… I, I know that no 

matter what I say now, you’ll feel that I’m in the wrong. I assure you, today is a huge misunderstanding. 

I…” 

“Young lady, you don’t have to explain anymore.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 647: Caused A Relapse 

 “Fighting for the stone is just a small matter. I won’t take it to heart. Besides, didn’t I also benefit from a 

disaster and let my granddaughter-in-law give me an imperial jade?” 

“But the imperial jade came from our Soaring Clouds Pavilion!” 

That implied that Ling Pinyuan gave the old master the imperial jade indirectly too. 

Initially, everyone had a good impression of Miss Ling, who was clad in her military uniform. After all, 

everyone liked valiant girls like her. However, after watching her with all of her antiques, everyone 

realized that apart from the military attire she was in, Miss Ling did not seem as great as they thought, 

especially when it came to her character! 

They started to criticize Ling Pinyuan. 

The old master was not angry. He witnessed all kinds of shameless people in his life. Someone like Ling 

Pinyuan was just a fresh cucumber to him. She was still too young and too fresh. 
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“However, your Soaring Clouds Pavilion lost to my granddaughter-in-law, and she gave the imperial jade 

to me as a gift. So, Miss Ling, please don’t make it sound so ambiguous and make everyone 

misunderstand that it was you who gave it to me.” 

Ling Pinyuan clenched her fists in anger. Being someone who had always been stubborn and refused to 

cry, she felt so aggrieved right now that tears started brimming at the edge of her red eyes. 

When Luo Mengying saw this, she immediately helped by saying, “Grandpa Chi, since you heard Pinyuan 

bad-mouthing Zhong Nuannuan just now, you should’ve heard the reason Pinyuan’s here choosing raw 

stones for, right? Initially, she fought with you for the raw stone all because she wanted to choose one 

for you! If it wasn’t for Zhong Nuannuan, the one who gave you the green imperial jade today would be 

Pinyuan!” 

Old Master Chi had always been an open-minded person and had always been rather forgiving toward 

the younger generation. However, since this matter concerned his granddaughter-in-law, the old man’s 

habit of being extremely protective was activated. 

“Are you sure that’s the case? Then, how is it that I heard that if she gets an imperial jade, she won’t 

give it away?” 

Ling Pinyuan, “…” 

Luo Mengying, “…” 

“However, I’m not the kind of person who accepts gifts easily. For example, I like my granddaughter-in-

law. Even if she gives me a needle, I’ll still like it. However, for outsiders, even if you gave me imperial 

jade, I won’t accept it, much less you who isn’t willing.” 

Looking at the old master’s proud look and Ling Pinyuan’s embarrassed look, Zhong Nuannuan could not 

help feeling inexplicably happy to be protected by her family. 

This kind of pleasure was something that she could not recreate on her own even if she tried. 

Suddenly, a muffled thud came from the side. The pavilion master of the Soaring Clouds Pavilion and the 

surrounding onlookers all cried out. 

“Oh no, Miss, Old Master’s illness is relapsing!” 

Ling Pinyuan felt as if her head was going to explode. She quickly turned around and squatted down 

beside Ling Li. She shouted anxiously, “Grandpa, Grandpa, what’s wrong? Please don’t scare me!” 

Noticing that Ling Li’s lips were trembling and his face was turning green, Ling Pinyuan shouted at the 

pavilion master, “Call 120 now!” 

The staff in Soaring Clouds Pavilion recollected themselves and immediately made the call fearfully. 

Actually, even before the imperial jade was completely revealed, Ling Li felt a heart attack coming the 

moment he knew that the raw stone contained jade. However, to prevent anyone from looking down on 

him or the Ling family, he endured it without taking any pills that could alleviate his situation. 

As more jade was revealed, the sharp pain in his heart increased. 



When he realized that the gigantic raw stone that they were not in favor of turned out to be imperial 

jade—it was a 10-kilogram imperial jade—Ling Li could no longer hold it in anymore… 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 648: Clarification 

Especially when he heard that Elder Wu was going to spend five billion bucks to buy the huge imperial 

jade, Ling Li felt his ears ringing and his body went weak. 

Five billion! That was the entire net worth of the Ling Family! 

If he did not sell that piece of jade but excavated it himself, the net worth of the Ling family would 

double! 

With ten billion bucks worth of assets in Emperor District, the Ling family might not be ranked among 

the third-tier wealthy families. However, they were definitely a top-notch wealthy family in Jiang 

District. 

Furthermore, when he heard the elderly man say that he was Chi Yang’s grandfather, Ling Li became 

even angrier. 

If Ling Pinyuan did not intend to choose a gift for Chi Yang’s grandfather, she would not have quarreled 

with Zhong Nuannuan and Zhong Nuannuan would not have picked so many raw stones. This imperial 

jade would still be his. 

The more Ling Li thought about it, the angrier he got, and the more his chest hurt. 

When the pain reached a certain threshold, he could not even scream before falling to the ground. 

“Move aside, let me do it.” 

Although Zhong Nuannuan disliked Ling Pinyuan very much, this matter was not enough to make her 

want to destroy the Ling family and kill them. Therefore, when she saw that Ling Li had a sudden heart 

attack, she would not leave him in the lurch. 

Despite wanting to help, Ling Pinyuan was not willing to accept Zhong Nuannuan’s help. 

Ling Pinyuan looked at Zhong Nuannuan with hatred. “Get lost! It’s your fault that my grandpa is like 

this. We don’t need your crocodile tears!” 

“From the moment 120 received your call and for the medical staff to bring along the necessary 

equipment for such an emergency and rush over from the nearest hospital, it will take at least 12 

minutes. Plus, this is the time people get off work, and it’s the peak hour of the evening. With the traffic 

jam, it will take at least 20 minutes. 

“One look and I can tell that your grandfather is suffering from coronary heart disease, and it’s coming 

fast and furious too. Now that he can no longer breathe, he’ll definitely enter a state of suspended 

animation within two minutes. Furthermore, after this coronary heart attack, his blood won’t be able to 

reach the heart normally, and the heart will die off completely within 15 minutes. 
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“So, you want to wait for 120. There are two outcomes. The first is your grandfather’s death. The second 

is that your grandfather will become a comatose vegetable who will depend on a respirator. Of course, 

you have a third choice, and that is for me to save him. 

“Oh, one more thing. I’m not the one who caused this incident. You’re the cause of this. If you didn’t 

snatch my grandpa’s stone and try to humiliate me after stealing the stone, I wouldn’t have taken such a 

good quality jade from your family. This way, I wouldn’t have gotten your imperial jade and your 

grandfather wouldn’t have ended up like this. 

“So, as you keep pointing out other people’s mistakes and think that someone has crossed your bottom 

line, please reflect on how you’ve treated them first! Thus, with so many witnesses present, even if your 

grandfather dies, it has nothing to do with me.” 

Zhong Nuannuan analyzed the pros and cons very thoroughly for Ling Pinyuan. If Ling Pinyuan did not 

allow her to save Ling Li, there was nothing else she could do. 

Ling Pinyuan nearly died of anger because of Zhong Nuannuan. 

In all of her life, she had never been so angry before. 

However, Ling Pinyuan’s grandfather was the pillar of support for the Ling family. Her father passed 

away when she was very young, and the second and third uncles in the family were all malicious people. 

Once her grandfather was gone, her second and third uncle would definitely use this as an excuse to 

banish her from the Ling family forever. There was no doubt about this. 

Therefore, even though Ling Pinyuan was furious, she only thought about it for a while before giving up 

her stance. 

“Since you said that you can save my grandfather, I’ll put my grandfather’s life in your hands. If anything 

happens to my grandfather…” 

“Miss Ling, I don’t think you understand where you stand right now.” 

“I don’t owe the Ling family anything. I can only say that I’m doing my best to save your grandfather 

because I can help. However, if your grandfather can’t be saved, it has nothing to do with me. So, if you 

agree, I’ll save him. If you don’t agree, then you can wait for your grandfather to die.” 

Ling Pinyuan was forced into a corner. In the end, she could only say, “Okay, you save him. Whether he 

lives or dies, it has nothing to do with you.” 

“Miss Ling, I’ve already recorded it, so there’s no point in blaming me if anything happens.” 

After saying that, Zhong Nuannuan immediately squatted down and unbuttoned the front of Ling Li’s 

shirt. She quickly took out a long and thin silver needle from her bracelet. 

Just as she was about to poke the silver needle in, Ling Pinyuan stopped Zhong Nuannuan by shouting, 

“Wait! What are you doing? Where are you going to stab such a long needle?” 

“This is coronary heart disease. I believe you and your family know about it. He’s in this situation 

because he’s too agitated that a lot of blood rushed into his heart cavity. However, the blood flow was 

stopped by the lipids on the wall of the blood vessel, causing a blockage on the wall of the heart and 



preventing blood from entering the heart. Now, as his heart is dying fast, the large amount of blocked 

blood is blocking the aorta’s path and causing severe pain. What I need to do is find a way to expand the 

wall of his blood vessels so that the blood can flow into his heart as soon as possible, supplying fresh 

blood to the heart. 

Everyone, including Ling Pinyuan, found themselves agape at Zhong Nuannuan’s words. 

She could do that? 

While Ling Pinyuan was in a daze, Zhong Nuannuan’s needle had already accurately pierced into Ling Li’s 

heart. 

Initially, without the blood supply, his heart had stopped contracting. The heart the size of a fist was 

already starting to expand to nearly twice its original size in his chest cavity. However, after piercing a 

few silver needles into it, the heart that could no longer contract started to tremble quickly on its own 

accord. 

The rapid tremors caused a large amount of blood on the blood vessel wall to slowly flow through the 

holes produced by the needle as it pierced through the blockage and into the blood vessels that nearly 

turned black. 

With the nourishment of fresh blood, the blood vessels quickly turned red. 

With the help of the silver needles, Ling Li’s heart kept contracting. With that stimuli, his blood vessels 

started to contract too. Every contraction was accompanied by more blood passing through the 

blockage. 

Slowly, with the help of the increasing amount of blood, his heart started to recover its functional cycle. 

While the heart could only contract with the help of the silver needles, it slowly started to contract on 

its own. 

With the strength from the contraction of the heart, more blood rushed in, and the blockage on the 

cardiovascular wall slowly decreased. 

As the heart’s internal circulation slowly built up, the heart started to recover its function at a high 

speed. 

This was what Zhong Nuannuan witnessed. 

What the onlookers saw was that Ling Li—who was in so much pain that he could not even scream; who 

gave no reaction when Ling Pinyuan talked to him—paled while his chest kept twitching. 

However, after the three needles pierced into his heart, his face quickly turned from green to healthy 

pink. He could not even scream before, but after taking a few deep breaths, he started to moan in pain. 

The crowd never witnessed such a miraculous situation before. They could not help but exclaim, praising 

Zhong Nuannuan for her miraculous treatment. 

Chapter 649: The Miracle Doctor Makes A Move 



“I don’t owe the Ling family anything. I can only say that I’m doing my best to save your grandfather 

because I can help. However, if your grandfather can’t be saved, it has nothing to do with me. So, if you 

agree, I’ll save him. If you don’t agree, then you can wait for your grandfather to die.” 

Ling Pinyuan was forced into a corner. In the end, she could only say, “Okay, you save him. Whether he 

lives or dies, it has nothing to do with you.” 

“Miss Ling, I’ve already recorded it, so there’s no point in blaming me if anything happens.” 

After saying that, Zhong Nuannuan immediately squatted down and unbuttoned the front of Ling Li’s 

shirt. She quickly took out a long and thin silver needle from her bracelet. 

Just as she was about to poke the silver needle in, Ling Pinyuan stopped Zhong Nuannuan by shouting, 

“Wait! What are you doing? Where are you going to stab such a long needle?” 

“This is coronary heart disease. I believe you and your family know about it. He’s in this situation 

because he’s too agitated that a lot of blood rushed into his heart cavity. However, the blood flow was 

stopped by the lipids on the wall of the blood vessel, causing a blockage on the wall of the heart and 

preventing blood from entering the heart. Now, as his heart is dying fast, the large amount of blocked 

blood is blocking the aorta’s path and causing severe pain. What I need to do is find a way to expand the 

wall of his blood vessels so that the blood can flow into his heart as soon as possible, supplying fresh 

blood to the heart. 

Everyone, including Ling Pinyuan, found themselves agape at Zhong Nuannuan’s words. 

She could do that? 

While Ling Pinyuan was in a daze, Zhong Nuannuan’s needle had already accurately pierced into Ling Li’s 

heart. 

Initially, without the blood supply, his heart had stopped contracting. The heart the size of a fist was 

already starting to expand to nearly twice its original size in his chest cavity. However, after piercing a 

few silver needles into it, the heart that could no longer contract started to tremble quickly on its own 

accord. 

The rapid tremors caused a large amount of blood on the blood vessel wall to slowly flow through the 

holes produced by the needle as it pierced through the blockage and into the blood vessels that nearly 

turned black. 

With the nourishment of fresh blood, the blood vessels quickly turned red. 

With the help of the silver needles, Ling Li’s heart kept contracting. With that stimuli, his blood vessels 

started to contract too. Every contraction was accompanied by more blood passing through the 

blockage. 

Slowly, with the help of the increasing amount of blood, his heart started to recover its functional cycle. 

While the heart could only contract with the help of the silver needles, it slowly started to contract on 

its own. 

With the strength from the contraction of the heart, more blood rushed in, and the blockage on the 

cardiovascular wall slowly decreased. 



As the heart’s internal circulation slowly built up, the heart started to recover its function at a high 

speed. 

This was what Zhong Nuannuan witnessed. 

What the onlookers saw was that Ling Li—who was in so much pain that he could not even scream; who 

gave no reaction when Ling Pinyuan talked to him—paled while his chest kept twitching. 

However, after the three needles pierced into his heart, his face quickly turned from green to healthy 

pink. He could not even scream before, but after taking a few deep breaths, he started to moan in pain. 

The crowd never witnessed such a miraculous situation before. They could not help but exclaim, praising 

Zhong Nuannuan for her miraculous treatment. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 650: Grandpa Versus Grandpa 

Old Master Chi watched the entire process from the side with a proud smile on his face. 

This was his granddaughter-in-law! 

At that moment, Old Master Chi felt that his grandson was a winner in life. Not only was he outstanding, 

but he also had good taste in finding a girlfriend. 

He felt like the saying, ‘something that deserves to exist the heavens but not in the mortal world’, 

encapsulated his granddaughter-in-law’s existence. 

Since the blood that had gotten clogged was cleared in time, his heart had been supplied with fresh 

blood. After about five minutes, Ling Li stopped moaning. 

“Grandpa, how are you?” Ling Pinyuan was so happy that she cried when she saw her grandfather 

becoming better. 

“I’m fine now.” 

Ling Li wanted to blame Ling Pinyuan. After all, it was because of her that the Ling family lost so much 

money. However, when he saw the unconcealable worry in Ling Pinyuan’s eyes, as well as the obvious 

joy after seeing that he got better, he could not bring himself to blame her. 

Looking at Zhong Nuannuan, Ling Li could not bring himself to thank her either. 

He could not thank this woman who had cut off his Ling family’s road to riches, even if she had saved his 

life. 

However, Old Master Chi could not stand it anymore. 

“My granddaughter-in-law saved you, but you haven’t thanked her yet!” 

Ling Li shot a sharp glance at Zhong Nuannuan. There were three needles in his chest. He had not 

completely recovered yet, but he stubbornly reciprocated with a snort instead. 

The next moment, Zhong Nuannuan retracted the three needles from his chest. Ling Li was stunned. 
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With the three needles drawn, Ling Li immediately felt that his breathing was not any longer as smooth 

as before. His face paled with a sheen of sickly green again. 

“Zhong Nuannuan, what are you doing?” Ling Pinyuan quickly stood in front of Ling Li warily. 

“I’ve already saved him. Look, he’s already standing up. Can’t I take back my needles? Don’t tell me 

you’ll be happy by taking my two needles back if you can’t take back your imperial jade?” 

Ling Pinyuan, “…!!!” 

Everyone, “…” 

Miss Zhong was truly a potty mouth. 

It was probably because she was too good at pissing people off that she mastered such exquisite first aid 

skills at such a young age! 

Ling Li nearly died in anger when he heard Zhong Nuannuan’s words, but after experiencing such an 

infuriating incident, it was difficult to trigger his severe heart disease once more. 

“Mr. Ling, since you’re already awake, please fulfill the bet and give me the 20 million you owe me. You 

can write me a check.” 

Ling Li, “You…!!!” 

Everyone, “…” Did she rescue the president for her 20 million bucks? 

“Zhong Nuannuan, don’t go overboard! My grandfather is already in such a state because of you, and 

you still have the cheek to mention the winnings from your bet!” 

Ling Pinyuan was furious. She felt that she had never met such a shameless person before. 

“Ling Pinyuan, you’re a soldier in the special forces team after all. Don’t you know what is common 

sense? If you hadn’t provoked me time and time again with your appalling lack of morals, would I have 

taken such a wonderful stone away in a fit of anger? 

“Also, if you’re able to identify it, you won’t place this raw stone that contains imperial jade outside and 

let me obtain it at the cheapest price. This shows that you have no intention of keeping that stone for 

yourself in the first place. It’s going to become someone’s wedding gift anyway, so why do you care so 

much?” 

“You…” 

“Also, as I said just now, don’t use your grandfather against me. Otherwise, I’ll sue you for slander! Now, 

pay up immediately. My fiancé has already called me. I still have to meet him for a meal!” 


